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During the peak season of Christmas, the year-end and the New 
Year, we offered a lineup of high value-added products to meet the 
needs for these celebratory days, and this resulted in strong net sales 
growth. Additionally, advance orders also increased significantly. 

To Our
Shareholders

1 2

I would like to offer my sincere thanks for the continued understanding and support of our 
shareholders towards our business activities.
In the first nine months of the 45th term, during which includes our peak season of Christmas, 
the year-end and the New Year, we achieved record-breaking net sales and operating income, 
amounting to 38,514 million yen (101.9% year-on-year) and 2,425 million yen (125.6% year-
on-year), respectively. We are very grateful to the customers who valued and chose the 
Company’s SOZAI.
In the retail industry where consumer values and lifestyles are rapidly changing, the 
environment surrounding department stores remain harsh. However, we sense the rising 
expectations of customers towards the delicatessen business, and also towards the Company. 
At the store counters during Christmas, the year-end and the New Year, we experienced first-
handedly the arrival of the great era of delicatessen and felt that so much is anticipated for 
department stores on celebrative occasions.
In the years to come, lower birthrate and population aging along with decline in working 
population are expected only to accelerate. We believe that improvement of labor 
productivity in stores by adopting IT and cultivation of positive work environment where 
each and every employee is motivated and able to gain a sense of accomplishment are most 
important issues, and we are actively striving for them.
Looking ahead, moreover, with consumer trends and changes in the retail industry in mind, 
and by also taking into consideration factors such as the development of new business and 
e-commerce, we will take up the challenge of providing products and services that meet our 
customers’ expectations.
We look forward to the continued understanding and support of all our shareholders for our 
business activities.

As vegetable prices soared, salads 
remained popular among many of 
our customers. 
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Looking Back
at the First Nine Months of the 45th Term
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38,514 2,425 1,676Net 
sales

Operating 
income

Net income 
attributable to owners 

of the parent
（Year-on-year increase of 1.9％） （Year-on-year increase of 25.6％） （Year-on-year increase of 35.7％）

Financial Highlights *The numbers for the first nine months of the 41st term are our non-consolidated results, 
because consolidated financial statements have not been compiled.

Toshihiro Hosomi,
Senior Managing Director
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RF1

Itohan
Japanese salad Itohan

Kobe Croquettes

921million yen
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（Year-on-year decrease of 0.2％）
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165 stores

32 stores

37 stores

RF1 special roast beef salad

Genova-style salad with sweet 
tomato and mozzarella

Sweet-and-spicy fried wild Nagasaki 
yellowtail

Tokushima lotus root croquette

Snow carrot and apple

Tender pork with rich black currant 
and black vinegar sauce

● We proposed healthy diets and healthy 
eating habits centered on salad, with the 
theme of food and health, by widely 
disseminating health-related information, 
including by publishing a magazine called 
Healthy Magazine.

● During the period covering Christmas, the 
year-end and the New Year, we proposed 
delectable menus using seasonal ingredients 
such as uncured ham, roast beef, and lobster. 

● In January, we rolled out salads made with 
Kyoto vegetables, which prove popular 
every year. 

● We continued to promote combined purchase 
of our products by rolling out the products of 
Itohan and Yugo in addition to the selection 
centered on the RF1 brand salads.

● Our initiatives to promote sales of products 
available for a limited period of time each 
day led to increases in the number of 
customers and per-customer spending. 

● As the effect of the change of brand category 
from RF1 to Green gourmet that have been 
implemented since the 43rd term, ¥494 
million in net sales of Green gourmet was 
the net sales of products from RF1.

● We proposed Croquette with piping-hot 
sauce suitable for the cold winter 
m o n t h s  a s  a  n e w  w a y  o f  e a t i n g 
croquettes. 

● A s  a  s a l e s  p ro m o t i o n  fo r  w i n t e r 
vegetables, we rolled out croquettes 
using seasonal ingredients, including 
l o t u s  r o o t  f r o m  To k u s h i m a  a n d 
Shimonita leek, reflecting the theme of 
food and health. 

● With the theme of “KENKO service and 
the vegetable lifestyle,” we rolled out 
new juice  products  featur ing the 
additions of ginger, turmeric and Shield 
L a c t o b a c i l l u s ®  t o  o u r  m a i n s t a y 
vegetable juice products. 

●  We worked to enhance our juice products, 
which harness the power of winter 
vegetables and other vegetables, as a sales 
promotion for seasonal ingredients.

● We continued working on dissemination 
of information on Asian cuisine and its 
health benefits ,  including menus 
evoking the seasonings, herbs and 
spices, unique to Asian cuisine. 

● Our salads using ingredients such as 
coriander and jellyfish, and our mainstay 
products, the entrée menus including 
sweet-and-sour pork and stir-fried 
shrimp in chili sauce performed well.

VEGETERIA

Yugo
ASIAN SALAD Yugo

26 stores

11 stores

Net Sales by Brand for the First Nine Months of the 45th Term (Consolidated)

Green gourmet
50 stores

● We continued to propose ideas for meals 
incorporating a modern version of “one 
soup and three dishes” in the form of “one 
soup, two dishes plus Japanese-style salad.” 

● We proactively rolled out products using seasonal 
ingredients such as wild Japanese amberjack 
from the sea of Nagasaki, and rapeseed.

● During the year-end and New Year period, 
products such as set menus featuring Osechi 
(traditional New Year dishes) and festive 
salads based on the theme of celebrating 
New Year meals with Japanese vegetables, 
and special hors d-oeuvre performed well.



Arrange on dishMix themWeigh the ingredientsMash the vegetables
with a potato masher

Strain the
vegetables

The activity lasts approximately 30 minutes.
The following pictures show children making
Crunchy salad with pumpkin dip.

10 years of working on “food education”
hand-in-hand with KidZania

Year-round
food education themes

The importance of eating
a balanced diet
The role of vegetables in meals
The importance of chewing properly

“I usually don’t eat vegetables but I can eat this.”
“These vegetables are delicious.” “I like the texture.”
“The sauce is delicious.”
“I don’t like almonds but I can eat them with this sauce.”
 “I’m not a big fan of mayonnaise but I can eat this soy milk mayonnaise.”
“I can’t believe how good this pumpkin dip becomes with a little bacon.”

“My child never eats vegetables but I’m so happy
  that after this experience he now eats them.”

“I’m glad my child had the opportunity to
  try vegetables that she doesn’t eat at home.”

“I want to try making this again with my child.”

“I think they should sell this soy milk mayonnaise.”

Raise interest and awareness
by experiencing these themes

Children’s voice:Children’s voice: Parents’ voice:Parents’ voice:

KidZania was created as a place where children can learn 
about the meaning and importance of working, and about 
how society functions. We strongly identify with this 
concept, and have been sponsoring a pavilion at KidZania 
Tokyo since 2006 and at KidZania Koshien since 2009.
This policy initiative based on “food education” is a 
program that uses “experience” to deepen interest and 
awareness in the knowledge that we wish to convey to 
children by taking advantage of the strengths that Rock 
Field has cultivated in food.

One of the biggest issues with regard to the circumstances 
surrounding food in recent years is the discrepancy between 
the average life expectancy and the healthy life expectancy.
In Japan which is experiencing rapid birthrate decline and 
the aging, extending the healthy life expectancy is an 
important issue of the country, and we believe that it 
requires aggressive initiatives from the perspective of food 
education. 
Going forward, we will continue to contribute to the 
resolution of this social issue through our food education.

Food education tools used in the activity

Discrepancy between the average life expectancy
and the healthy life expectancy

Changing clothes1

Making a salad4

Introduction to the shop and
instruction in food education2 Washing hands3

When making a crispy salad with pumpkin dip

KidZania is
an Edutainment town.

* A compound word
combining Education and Entertainment

Rock Field Co., Ltd. is an official sponsor of
KidZania Tokyo and KidZania Koshien.

2006 ‒ June 2015

July 2015 ‒ present

Juice Bar Stand

Salad Shop

Special Feature

Cut the vegetables

We changed the Juice bar 
stand experience, which ran 
f r o m  t h e  o p e n i n g  o f  
KidZania until June 2015, to 
the Salad Shop from July of 
the same year. The salad 
shop offers a food education 
pr o g ram tha t  includ e s  
salad-making experience.

■ Average life expectancy
■ Healthy life expectancy(period of time spent without limitation in daily activities)

Disparities between the average life expectancy
and the healthy life expectancy

60

Men

Women

79.55

86.30

65 70 75 80 85 90(Years)

70.42

73.62

9.13 years

12.68 yearsダミー

Activity at
“Salad Shop Pavilion” Initiatives with KidZania

Toward resolving future social issues

The average life expectancy (2010) is sourced from “The 21st Life Tables 
（2010）” published by the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare. 
The healthy life expectancy (2010) is sourced from the Health and Labour 
Sciences Research Grant “Research on projected healthy life expectancy and 
the cost-effectiveness of responses to lifestyle diseases” Research Report for 
FY 2011 ‒ FY 2012.



Rock Field has identified with the Blue Earth Project that has been 
undertaken in Kobe, the Company’s hometown for about 10 years 
by students in Shoin High School. (The Blue Earth Project is an 
environmental awareness activity started in Shoin High School in 
Kobe with the slogan of “High school girls will change society,” and 
has spread to 200 high school girls nationwide. This year’s theme is “to 
preserve coral reefs in danger of extinction for future generations.”) 
As the Company’s regional contributions, Rock Field has worked on 
the planning, development and sales of an eco-friendly salad jointly 
with students in Shoin High School.

The students proposed the idea for the product based 
on the theme of salad using seaweed” in December 
last year and in January this year we reached a final 
decision on the product, which is shown in the 
photograph, after a steady exchange of ideas between 
the students and our planning and development team.

The salad was sold for two days, on March 2 and 3, at 
the RF1 Okamoto store (Higashinada-ku, Kobe), and 
the high school students enthusiastically supported 

sales of the salad to customers together while promoting their project. 
It was rewarding for both the students and the Company, with customers offering words 
of support such as “we definitely should eat seaweed for the sake of the earth,” or “I’m 
a graduate of Shoin High School too. Good luck!”

The voice of our planners and store staff are:  “It was an extremely novel idea and one that wouldn’t normally 
occur to us,” and “I admire the power of the high school girls who worked so hard to achieve their goal.” 
Going forward, Rock Field will continuously conduct regional contribution activities.

Grilled seafood is dressed with a citrus and raspberry-
infused white balsamic dressing to create a salad with a 
fresh and refreshing flavor.

Collaboration in making “eco-friendly salad”

A delectable salad combining bamboo shoots from Kyoto 
and spring vegetables with roast beef. This salad can be 
served as a main dish. 

Roast beef and grilled vegetable
Japanese-style salad
with Kyoto bamboo shoots

Peperoncino-style salad
full of Japanese seaweed

Shoin
High
School

Topics

Our

products

Refreshing marinated seafood
and citrus salad

¥1,296 per pack (tax inclusive)
100g  ¥648 (tax inclusive)
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